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Who is CT6.®

Established in 2019 and headquartered in Charlotte, N.C., Cyber Team Six, LLC (CT6.®) is a privately owned
cybercrime consultancy and creator of the Cybercrime Prevention market via development of its cybercrime
prevention software-based technologies (the ﬁrst of its kind).

What is Cybercrime Prevention Technology?
CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention software sees beyond network defenses (e.g., cybersecurity measures) to ﬁnd
the risk of digital attacks hiding within the myriad relationships and remote connections that eventually touch
a business, organization, or individual.

How is Cybercrime Prevention Technology Useful?
CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention uncovers existing and emerging threats to stop ransomware, malware,
credential attacks, phishing, theft, f raud, sabotage, and more. CT6.® created Cybercrime Prevention to stop
criminals before they attack.

How is Cybercrime Prevention different from
Cybersecurity?
As digital attacks advance, cybersecurity technology often lags - forcing a repeating cycle of damage control.
CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention breaks the cycle of damage control to stop criminals before they strike.
Cybersecurity monitors your network like a security guard protects a store – trying to identify crime but only
after the criminals are at the door or inside the store. Cybercrime Prevention protects your business more like
a police detective patrols the neighborhood outside of the store, looking for clues to make it impossible for the
criminals to get in.

Cybersecurity protects your network. Cybercrime
Prevention protects your business.
Cyber & Data
Safety
The practice of good
cyber hygiene.
Examples: Password
managers, 2FA, VPNs, credit
monitoring, digital footprint
awareness, data encryption,
smart clicking, user training, etc.
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Cybersecurity
The in-progress defense
and preservation of
networks, hardware,
software, and data.

Cybercrime
Prevention
The preemptive degradation
of cybercriminal acts to
prevent fraud, theft, and
sabotage.

Examples: Antivirus software,
ﬁrewalls, domain monitoring,
cyber threat intel, advanced
malware protection, DNS
ﬁltering, Cyber AI, etc.

Examples: Pinpoint Transactional
Risk Scoring, Criminal Behavior
Analytics & AI, Preemptive Fraud
Controls, User Indiscretion
Resolution, Vendor-Enabled
Cybercrime, Dynamic Compromised
Credential Remediation, etc.

What Cybercrime Prevention
Can Report About Data:
With CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention technology in place, one piece of data (a username, a password,
an infected device) can uncover a much larger problem. This one piece of data can uncover which
employees, customers, or vendors who are victims of malware or phishing campaigns on third-party
networks. It can lead to the discovery of viruses, naive user behavior, weak authentication, third-party
breaches, and other factors external to the network. These previously unseen vectors render a native
system susceptible to attack. CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention identiﬁes the infected devices of remote
employees, customers accessing online platforms, or vendors on a network. It can determine if
employees, customers, and supply chain vendors are using a username or password that was already
compromised days or years ago, waiting to be discovered by a hacker. It can tell if any internal or
external user was compromised by a spoofed access point for an online retailer or ﬁnancial institution
anywhere in the world. The ability of cybercrime prevention technology to track and map disparate
data points is limitless, and it is vital to preemptively stopping cybercriminals dead in their tracks.

Cybercrime Prevention is an Investigative and
Analytical Research Tool Also:
With virtually unlimited data points that can be modeled against unlimited sets of identiﬁers and
data tags, cybercrime prevention technology also proactively pursues dynamic leads on criminal
activity. For example, one global ﬁnancial institution uses cybercrime prevention technology to
identify f raud schemes, synthetic identity creation, IP theft attempts, money laundering networks,
shell businesses trying to avoid supply chain controls, and more. Cybercrime prevention technology
adapts to every business, industry, institution, and government entity tasked with the handling of
information.

Global Impacts:
CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention changes the paradigm of security across all business enterprises and
government entities by proactively protecting CT6.® clients and disrupting the business of
cybercrime. CT6.® Fraud Preventer technology broke the business cycle of malware-enabled f raud
targeting the customers of a global ﬁnancial institution stopping the campaign in its tracks and
avoiding a f raud loss of millions of dollars. More telling, criminals moved on to softer targets as the
proﬁt stream f rom targeting the now-protected ﬁnancial institution dried up. CT6.® CredProtect
technology was integrated into a large U.S. based power utility, radically limiting their cybersecurity
risk proﬁle and closing thousands of known points of criminal access into the network that can lead
to follow on disruptive attacks, such as ransomware. CT6.® expertise informs the U.S. Intelligence
Community’s efforts to reduce risk to hostile threat actors in critical inf rastructure with already
proven results in eliminating nation-state supply chain risk.
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Cybercrime Prevention Stops Digital Attacks by
Expanding the Edge of Data Awareness:
The edge of awareness for data owners must expand to keep pace with the intrusion capabilities of the
hackers and criminals. Absolutely critical to expanding the edge of awareness is ascertaining the
unknowns, such as the method, source, extent, and all affected data points f rom the original and any
subsequent compromises. By expanding the edge of awareness for data owners and protectors through
cybercrime prevention, an outer ring of armor is wrapped around operational cybersecurity measures.
This provides a powerful offense to a fortiﬁed cybersecurity defense. Full cybercrime awareness means
uncovering the unknowns (e.g., method, source, extent, all affected data) that sit outside of your
network to combat sophisticated cyberattacks. It means knowing what the criminal knows and what
access criminals have into your employees, customers, and vendors. It is no longer good enough to
simply know if a piece of data is compromised or not. Data security is not a binary answer.

1.

Privacy and Search Accuracy tool

2.

Wide Aperture Data Hunting

3.

A CT6.® proprietary process of creating a partial hash or partial-partial hash (digital fingerprint) of data
to erase identifiers while improving data matching capabilities. (U.S. Pat. Pend.)

A CT6.® proprietary software-based capability that identifies customer, employee, and vendor points of
compromise, independent of a connection to an organization, among 23+ billion of pieces of data.
Data types include digital device identifiers, payment cards, login credentials, financial transaction data,
and all PII. (U.S. Pat. Pend.)

IoFC® Matching Logic
A CT6.® proprietary methodology used to uncover and map hidden connections between disparate and
remote data points to expose customer, remote workers, and vendor/supplier risks. IoFC (Indicators of
Financial Compromise)® is trademarked as a new way of discovering cybercrime risk. (U.S. Pat. Pend.)

4.

IoFC® Cybercrime Risk Signaling

5.

Criminal Behavioral Analytics

6.

Assistive Technologies
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The product of IoFC® Matching Logic, this CT6.® proprietary software-based capability produces the
early warning cybercrime risk indicator that CT6.® users receive to manage and mitigate risk days, weeks,
or months before the criminal can commit fraud, theft or sabotage. (U.S. Pat. Pend.)

The process that exposes exactly how the criminal business cycle converted data and access into fraud,
theft, and sabotage against a business/organization.

CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention technology is engineered to work with assistive technologies to optimize
user experiences (BI, Graph Link-Analysis, Case Management, AI, Real-Time Prevention, and
Compliance).
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Company History & Executive Team
CT6.® is a company of law enforcement, national security, commercial, and academically credentialed
practitioners who have proven expertise in innovating the use of alternative data sources to prevent
cybercrime, disrupt criminal marketplaces, and fortify against monetary and information loss. CT6.®
principals brought their unique professional skills together to create a new, more effective methodology
to ﬁght cybercrime. By combining traditional investigative approaches with innovative cyber-driven
solutions, CT6.® broke through cyber industry barriers to proactively pursue the cyber threats that
affect billions of people each day. As a result, CT6.® developed and implemented programs that
delivered tangible national security and corporate threat mitigation. CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention
technology signiﬁcantly altered the strategic and operational cybercrime proﬁles of government
entities and commercial institutions.

Patrick Westerhaus,

Jason Britt,

20+ years of experience in ﬁnancial services and
cybercrime as a Special Agent in the FBI and at
Wells Fargo in cybercrime loss prevention.

15+ years of experience developing
investigative and anti-cybercrime software;
PhD in Computer Science data mining, AI, and
machine learning.

Chief Executive Oﬃcer

John Lenkart,

Chief Strategy Oﬃcer

20+ years of government experience in the FBI
creating counterintelligence platforms as a
senior executive to secure nation-wide critical
inf rastructure.
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Chief Technology Oﬃcer

Steve Lenkart,

Chief Operating Oﬃcer
25+ years as a COO and policy chief at U.S.
federal agencies and private entities; U.S.
Deputy Under Secretary of Homeland Security
for Science & Technology (act.).

